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Abstract

Sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy was used to deduce the orientation of the terminal methyl (CH3) group of

self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) at the air–solid and air–liquid interfaces at surface concentrations as low as 1%

protonated molecules in the presence of 99% deuterated molecules. The SFG spectra of octadecanethiol (ODT) and

deuterated octadecanethiol (d37 ODT) SAMs on gold were used for analysis at the air–solid interface. However, the

eicosanoic acid (EA) and deuterated EA (d39 EA) SAMs on the water were analyzed at the air–liquid interface. The tilt angle

of the terminal CH3 group was estimated to be �39 � for a SAM of 1% ODT : 99% d37 ODT, whereas the tilt angle of the

terminal CH3 group of the 1% EA : 99% d39 EA monolayer was estimated to be �32 �. The reliability of the orientational

analysis at low concentrations was validated by testing the sensitivity of the SFG spectroscopy. A signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio

of �60 and �45 was obtained for the CH3 symmetric stretch (SS) of 1% ODT : 99% d37 ODT and 1% EA : 99% d39 EA,

respectively. The estimated increase in S/N ratio values, as a measure of the sensitivity of the SFG spectroscopy, verified

the capacity to acquire the SFG spectra at low concentrations of interfacial molecules under ambient conditions. Overall,

the orientational analysis of CH3 SS vibrational mode was feasible at low concentrations of protonated molecules due to

increased S/N ratio. In support, the improved S/N ratio on varying incident power density of the visible beam was also

experimentally demonstrated.
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Introduction

Interfacial studies using sum frequency generation spectros-

copy (SFG) are significant in many scientific studies such as

colloidal chemistry, electrochemistry, catalysis, energetics,

and bioanalytical chemistry.1–8 Interfaces are asymmetric by

nature9 and have a net orientation of molecules which gives

the interface different characteristics in comparison to the

bulk. Past studies on molecular adsorption, molecular

structure, and conformations have made significant contri-

butions to understanding bio- and electrochemical proper-

ties of surfaces at air–solid and air–liquid interfaces. These

studies gained attention in recent years due to their

importance in many industrial applications and systems

associated with biological phenomena.10–13 The SFG was

utilized to monitor the effects of hydration and other envir-

onmental factors to the head group conformation of the

lipid component of lung surfactant by performing the orien-

tational analysis. The findings are useful to understand the

regulation of lung surfactant activity during inhalation and

exhalation.12
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Sum frequency generation spectroscopy is a surface-

specific technique that is nondestructive and label-free. The

strength of SFG spectroscopy over other conventional spec-

troscopic methods is its ability to distinguish molecules at

different interfaces due to the breaking of symmetry between

two bulk phases. Thus, it is an ideal technique to study mol-

ecules at surfaces and interfaces. Sum frequency generation

spectroscopy also provides information about the conform-

ation, orientation, and interactions of interfacial molecules.

Orientation analysis is an important aspect of SFG spectros-

copy. The SFG signal from each vibrational mode depends on

the orientation of the molecular group and its symmetry.

Thus, the orientation can be obtained using the information

deduced from the SFG spectra acquired in different polariza-

tion combinations. The orientational analysis is performed

using spectral data from SSP, PPP, and SPS or PSS polarization

combinations. The combination nomenclature follows the

polarization state in the order of SFG, visible, and infrared

(IR) beams, wherein SSP follows the arrangement of SFG,

visible, and IR beams as S-polarized, S-polarized, and

P-polarized, respectively. The S-polarization is perpendicular

to the plane of incidence whereas P is parallel. The orientation

analysis at the air–solid interface in this paper was obtained

from the amplitude and intensity ratios between the CH3

symmetric stretch (SS) and the antisymmetric stretch (AS)

in the PPP polarization combination. On the other hand, the

orientational analysis at the air–liquid interface was acquired

by calculating the amplitude and intensity ratios between the

CH3 SS in SSP and SPS polarization combinations.14,15

Spectral fitting was carried out using Eq. 1, which

includes the background, non-resonance, and broadband

IR pulse shape terms. The details of the fitting are available

in our earlier publications14–17

ISFG ¼ n1 þ e
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where n1 is the baseline correction factor, dx is the spectral

width of the broadband IR pulse, n is a nonresonant con-

tribution, and j is the nonresonant phase factor. Aq is the

amplitude, xq is the vibrational frequency, and Dq is the

peak width or damping constant of the vibrational

mode q. The details about the theory and orientational

analysis were reported in previous publications.14–17

The orientational analysis provides the tilt angle and dis-

tribution angle from the surface normal direction for differ-

ent vibrational modes. Determination of the orientation of

interfacial molecules is important to understand the surface

phenomena such as catalysis, bio-membrane functions,

adsorption, and reaction mechanisms.18–21 The orientation

information provides a detailed picture of the interfacial

molecular conformations and their variations which, in

turn, will help to understand the underlying mechanism

and employ the surface processes to obtain the desired

output. For example, studying the molecular conformations

during the catalytic reaction will deliver information about

the mechanism and eventually reveal a pathway to higher

catalytic efficiency.

In this study, for the analysis at the air–solid interface,

the orientation of the terminal methyl (CH3) group of octa-

decanethiol (ODT) self-assembled monolayers (SAM) on

gold was determined from 100% to a minimum of �1%

surface coverage of ODT (0.05 molecules/nm2, assuming

0.21 nm2 per alkanethiol molecule22,23). However, it is

also important to first determine the current sensitivity

of the SFG spectroscopy. Then the orientation of the mol-

ecules at lower concentrations can be validated, especially

since the SFG intensity is known to decrease quadratically

with the number of molecules on the surface. Herein, we

determined the sensitivity of SFG spectroscopy by calculat-

ing the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio as a function of surface

concentration. To vary the surface concentration, isotopic-

ally labeled aliphatic compounds were utilized23,24 and over-

all 100% surface coverage was constantly maintained. The

results of the orientational analysis were reliable up to a 1%

surface coverage of the protonated ODT SAMs on gold

with an estimated S/N ratio of �60.

For the analysis at the air–liquid interface, eicosanoic

acid (EA) monolayers on the water surface were utilized

and the orientation of the terminal CH3 group was also

determined at different surface concentrations. The SFG

spectra were collected from 100% EA to a minimum of

�1% surface coverage of EA (0.15 molecules/nm2). The

orientation results were obtained for as low as 1% surface

coverage of EA with 99% deuterated EA. However, the

symmetric stretch of the terminal CH3 group was still

observed in the SFG spectrum of 1% EA : 99% d39 EA;

thus, the S/N ratio value was estimated to be �18.

Additionally, the sensitivity was determined as a function

of the power density of the incident beams.

Materials and Methods

Sum Frequency Generation Sample Preparation

For the air–solid interface, 1mM ODT solution was used to

deposit SAMs on gold films. The samples were prepared

over 18 h from the solutions of ODT and d37 ODT con-

taining 0% ODT : 100% d37 ODT, 1% ODT : 99% d37 ODT,

2% ODT : 98% d37 ODT, 4% ODT : 96% d37 ODT, 8%

ODT : 92% d37 ODT, 16% ODT : 84% d37 ODT, 50%

ODT : 50% d37 ODT, and 100% ODT : 0% d37 ODT. For

the air–liquid interface, protonated and deuterated eicosa-

noic acid (EA) stock solutions were prepared in chloro-

form. Then, a series of solutions with different

deuterated percentages (0% EA : 100 d EA, 1% EA : 99%

d EA, 2% EA : 98% d EA, 16% EA : 84% d EA, 50%

EA : 50% d EA, and 100% EA : 0% d EA) were prepared by

mixing the calculated volumes of stock solutions. Table S1 in

the Supplemental Material shows the concentration and
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surface coverage of the protonated EA of the solution

series. A volume of 25 mL of one solution was used to

form a monolayer on deionized water (18MV) in a clean

glass petri dish. The sample was stabilized for 15min for the

SFG spectroscopic analysis. More experimental details are

available in the online Supplemental Material.

Broadband Sum Frequency Generation

The details on the SFG spectroscopic system are reported

in our previous publications.14–17 Briefly, the one-box ultra-

fast Ti:sapphire oscillator system from Spectra-Physics

(Solstice) was utilized to generate 100 fs pulses at 795 nm

with the power of �4W before compression at a 1 kHz

repetition rate. The 795 nm beam was then passed through

a 50 : 50 beam splitter where the first half was directed

towards a Fabry–Pérot Etalon (SLS Optics; spacing

d¼ 10.3 mm, free spectral range [FSR]¼ 30.931 nm, effect-

ive finesse [Feff]¼ 71.30 at 800 nm), which converted the

incoming beam into a time-asymmetric picosecond visible

pulse with an �10–15 cm�1 full width half-maximum

(FWHM). The other half of the beam was sent to an auto-

mated optical parametric amplification system. The broad

bandwidth mid-IR beam was generated via the difference

frequency generation process. The mid-IR beam has an

FWHM �200–250 cm�1, in the range of 4000–1000 cm�1.

Both the 795 nm and mid-IR beams are focused to the

sample stage with the IR beam aligned at an angle of 60 �

and the visible (795 nm) beam at an angle of 50 � from the

surface normal. When the incident IR beam is centered at

2900 cm�1, the broadband SFG beam has a spot size of

�160–200 mm at an angle of 52 � from the surface

normal. The SFG signal is then collected with lenses, polar-

izer, spectrograph, and a detector.16 The energies of the

incident beams after the focusing lenses at air–liquid and

air–solid interfaces are 9mJ (IR) : 65 mJ (795 nm) and 7 mJ
(IR) : 56 mJ (795 nm), respectively.

Beam Quality–Spot Sizes

The incident visible beam spot was measured using a

Beamage series beam profiling camera (Gentec Electro-

Optics, QC, Canada). The profile of the beam image was

assessed using the ‘‘four-sigma ISO’’ where the beam widths

are defined as an extent of a power density distribution in a

cross-section of the beam based on the centered second

order moments of the power density distribution. The IR

spot size was measured using the knife-edge technique and

the FWHM of the beam was determined to be �100 mm.

Alignment

The spatial and temporal overlap of the beams was opti-

mized using a gold thin film on a silicon wafer at PPP polar-

ization when the IR beam was centered at 2900 cm�1.

Then, the IR spectrum of the polystyrene was taken for

calibration of the x-axis. The SFG spectra from the ODT

monolayers on gold were collected with PPP polarization

combination at the resonant timing. The resonant timing

was obtained when the delay of t¼�1.6 picoseconds was

applied to suppress the SFG nonresonant signal from the

gold surface. At the nonresonant timing (t¼ 0), the

observed SFG signal is a combination of the signal from

the interfacial molecules and the gold substrate, whereas,

at the resonant timing, the asymmetric pulse shape of the

795 nm beam allows for the observation of the SFG signal

only from the interfacial molecules. The peak profiles are

shown as dips in the spectrum from a large nonresonant

signal, and by suppressing the nonresonant response, the

signal in the SFG spectrum appeared as peaks with the

baseline close to zero.25

As a reference, the 100% ODT : 0% d37 ODTon the gold

spectrum at the nonresonant timing was shown in the

Supplemental Material as Fig. S1. The spectra were acquired

for 60 s with one accumulation per second at 2900 cm�1

(C–H region) and 2200 cm�1 (C–D region). The spectra of

EA monolayers were acquired at nonresonant timing for

9min with one accumulation every 3 s. The SSP, PPP, and

SPS polarization combinations spectra in the C–H region

and only the SSP polarization combination spectra in the

C–D region were collected. All raw spectra were corrected

for the background.

Results and Discussion

The orientations of the terminal CH3 group of the SAMs of

ODT on gold and EA on the water were determined as a

function of surface concentration. The S/N ratio for the

symmetric stretch of the terminal CH3 group was deter-

mined as a measure of the sensitivity of the SFG spectros-

copy. The S/N ratio calculations are carried out before

smoothing of the spectra. The dependence of the S/N

ratio on the input power density of the visible beam was

also determined using the spectra of 100% ODT : 0% d37
ODT and 100% EA : 0% d EA monolayers.

Air–Solid Interface: ODT/d37 ODT Self-Assembled
Monolayers on Gold

The ODT–d37 ODT SAMs on gold were investigated to

determine the orientation of the terminal methyl group

since the surface concentration changes with concentra-

tion, especially at lower concentrations. Figure 1 shows

the SFG spectra acquired with the PPP polarization com-

bination in both C–H and C–D stretching regions taken at

the resonant timing. The figure also includes pictures of the

molecular structures of both ODT and deuterated ODT.

In the C–H stretching region, there are four peaks asso-

ciated with the vibrational modes, �2855 cm�1,

�2880 cm�1, �2940 cm�1, and �2980 cm�1 assigned to
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the methylene symmetric stretch (CH2 SS),26,27 methyl

symmetric stretch (CH3 SS),23,26–30 methyl symmetric

stretch split due to the Fermi resonance of the methyl

bending vibration (CH3 FR),26,27,29,30 and the methyl anti-

symmetric stretch (CH3 AS),27,30 respectively. Due to the

broadness of the spectral features in the range of

2880–2950 cm�1,31 the methylene antisymmetric stretches

and methylene Fermi resonances are not resolved in the

SFG spectra. However, these vibrational peaks (resulting

from methylene antisymmetric stretches and methylene

Fermi resonances) were considered in the fitting of spectra.

With the increasing percentage of the d37 ODT in the bulk

Figure 1. (a) Sum frequency generation spectra of self-assembled monolayers on the gold substrate prepared from various percentage

solution between ODTand d37 ODTat the air–solid interface taken at PPP polarization combination in the C–H and C–D regions. (b) PPP

SFG Spectra of 0%, 1%, 2%, and 4% ODT to show that the CH3 SS peak at 2880 cm
�1 and CH3 AS peak at 2980 cm

�1 from CH3 group of

ODT molecules. The red line in each spectrum in the C–H region corresponds to the fitted SFG spectrum. (c) Molecular structures of

ODT and d37 ODT. (d) The plot of S/N ratio for CH3 SS as a function of mole fraction of ODTwith the quadratic fit (red line).
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solution, the signal in the C–H region decreases due to a

reduced number of ODT molecules against the deuterated

counterpart. In the C–D stretching region, two peaks pos-

itioned at �2225 cm�1 and �2075 cm�1 are assigned to the

CD3 AS and CD3 SS, respectively.
30,32–36

Changes in Spectral Profile

At 100% ODT : 0% d37 ODT, a well-ordered self-assembled

monolayer was obtained because the three vibrational

modes visible in the C–H stretching region of the PPP spec-

trum originate solely from the terminal CH3 group of

the alkyl chain. Also, the SFG signal was also collected in

the C–D region, and there were no observable peaks there.

Next, the PPP spectrum collected from 50% ODT: 50% d37
ODT shows peaks from both the terminal CH3 and CD3

groups which indicated ordered and packed SAMs on the

gold surface. The C–D peaks in the 50% ODT:50% d37
ODT SFG spectrum have relatively low intensity compared

to the C–H stretching region as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, a

zoomed-in plot of the C–D region spectrum with the CD3

group peaks is provided in Fig. S2 of the Supplemental Material.

The 16% ODT:84% d37 ODT still obtained a well-ordered

ODT monolayer on gold because there is no considerable

contribution from the methylene groups of the alkyl chain.

The transition from 16% ODT : 84% d37 ODT to 8%

ODT : 92% d37 ODT has a substantial effect on the spectral

profile of the PPP spectrum acquired in the C–H region.

The CH2 SS from the CH2 groups in the C18 long chain

become more noticeable than that in 100% ODT : 0% d37
ODT. The presence of the CH2 SS in the SAMs is indicative

of conformational disorder of ODT monolayers. Several

studies have reported that the observation of the CH2

group vibrational modes in the spectra was related to less

ordered or loosely packed SAMs on a gold surface and the

breaking of the trans-conformation.28,32,37–43

On the other hand, there is also a noticeable increase in

the intensity of the C–D peaks when �92% of the d37 ODT

molecules are assembled on the gold surface. Next, add-

itional SFG spectra were obtained for the 4% ODT : 96%

d37 ODT, 2% ODT : 98% d37 ODT, 1% ODT : 99% d37 ODT,

and 0% ODT : 100% d37 ODT, as shown in Fig. 1b. The PPP

spectra obtained from 4%, 2%, and 1% of ODT molecules in

the solutions have a similar spectra profile with CH2 SS,

CH3 SS, CH3 FR, and CH3 AS vibrational modes from the

long chain of the CH2 groups and a terminal CH3 group.

The SFG signal intensity is proportional to the square of

the number density of the molecular groups. This relation-

ship was supported by experimental data where the inten-

sity of the CH3 SS increased quadratically with mole

fractions of the protonated ODT, as shown in Fig. S3.

In addition, the source of peaks in the SFG spectrum of a

self-assembled monolayer (SAM) prepared from a 0%

ODT : 100% d37 ODT solution can be due to the chemical,

isotopic, or substrate impurities. The chemical impurities

have a lesser probability to adhere to the gold substrate

compared to ODT molecules. However, since our system

can detect protonated ODT in a SAM on gold from 1%

ODT : 99% d37 ODT solution, with 1.8% chemical impurity

as reported by the manufacturer, this impurity can still be a

source of the methylene symmetric stretch peak present at

the SFG spectrum of a SAM prepared from a 100% deut-

erated ODT solution. In addition, the CH vibrational bands

in the SFG spectrum of the clean gold substrate are at a

minimum. The peaks in the spectrum of the 0% ODT : 100%

d37 ODT monolayer is also likely due to the 0.9% residual H

isotopes. Therefore, it is possible that there are some mol-

ecules of d37-ODT with incomplete deuteration, which

could give rise to the CH2 and CH vibrational bands

(�2850 cm�1 and �2910 cm�1) in the 0% ODT spectrum.

The 13C APT NMR and IR spectra of bulk d37 ODT sample

confirmed the presence of these residual CH and CH2

groups in d37 ODT sample (Fig. S4). More importantly,

the spectrum of the 1% ODT : 99% d37 ODT still has

noticeable peaks arising from the vibrational mode of the

terminal CH3 group. The spectrum from the C–D region of

the same sample (1% ODT and 99% d37 ODT) shows the

CD3 symmetric and CD2 symmetric stretches where the

peaks are positioned at �2198 cm�1 and �2019 cm�1,

respectively. The C–D spectra obtained from the self-

assembled monolayers of different concentration ratios

indicated the formation of ordered monolayers. The

result obtained shows that the SFG spectroscopy can

detect as low as 1% of ODTwith 99% d37 ODT molecules

on the gold surface at the air–monolayer interface. It is

important to note here that the isotopic purity of the d37
ODT is 99.1% (CDN Isotopes, Inc., Pointe-Claire, Canada).

However, chemical purity is �98.2%. Therefore, its isotopic

purity can limit the SFG studies at lower surface concen-

trations especially at �0.9% other than the sensitivity of the

SFG spectroscopy. This limitation can also be applied for

the air–liquid interface system of an eicosanoic acid mono-

layer on water.

Orientation and Sensitivity Determination as a
Function of Surface Concentration

To determine the SAM orientation, the PPP spectra in the

C–H region were fitted using Eq. 1 (the fitting parameters

are available in Tables S2–S4). The intensity ratio of the CH3

SS and CH3 AS was calculated for 100% ODT : 0% d37 ODT,

50% : 50%, 8% : 92%, 4% : 96%, 2% : 98%, and 1% : 99%,

respectively, for the tilt angle analysis. In addition, the amp-

litude ratios between the CH3 SS and CH3 AS were calcu-

lated to estimate the distribution angle of different

simulated tilt angle curves. The simulated curves with the

calculated intensity and amplitude ratios to obtain the tilt

angle and distribution angles are available in Fig. 2.

The details of the equations involved and the generation

of simulated curves for the orientational analysis are

1150 Applied Spectroscopy 73(10)



available in our previous publications14,15,17 and are also

provided in the Supplemental Material. The orientational

analysis is employed to the terminal CH3 group of the

ODT self-assembled monolayer on gold. A C3V point

group symmetry for the terminal CH3 group was used to

generate the simulated curves for the PPP polarization. The

depolarization ratio used was 3.432,44,45 and the refractive

indices of the air, gold metal, and the air–solid interface was

estimated for the fixed visible frequency, mid-IR frequency,

and sum frequency generation light.46 The estimated tilt

angles are within the reported values.47–54 Overall, the

tilt angles obtained for the CH3 SS of the different concen-

tration ratios are positioned closer to the surface normal.

The long chain ODT and d37 ODT self-assembled mono-

layers adapt to an all-trans configuration.

There is no significant change in the tilt angles obtained

from the fitting results of 100% ODT : 0% d37 ODT to 1%

ODT : 99% d37 ODT. For example, the tilt angle obtained

from the 1% ODT : 99% d37 ODT has a tilt angle of 39 �.

The noticeable error bar of the estimated tilt angle

obtained from this concentration ratio could be due to

the outcome of the fitting analysis of the 1% ODT : 99%

d37 ODT PPP SFG spectrum. The fitting equation (Eq. 1)

employed contains the term for nonresonant contribution

as there is a possibility that the nonresonant response is

not completely suppressed experimentally. Thus, the fitting

Figure 2. (a) Simulated curves of the SFG intensity ratios (CH3 SS / CH3 AS) at the PPP polarization combination as a function of tilt angle

of the terminal methyl group, (b) simulated curves of the SFG amplitude ratios (CH3 SS/CH3 AS ) at the PPP polarization combination as a

function of the distribution angle, (c) the tilt angle of the terminal methyl group as a function of different concentration ratios, and (d) the

distribution angle of the tilt angles as a function of different concentration ratios between the ODTand d37 ODT molecules.
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of the spectra is complicated due to the interference effects

from the nonresonant signal and in turn will affect the tilt

angle values obtained. The spectral profile variations at

lower ODT concentrations could be due to the contribu-

tion from nonresonant response rather than a structural

change in the monolayer. As discussed in a study by

Patterson et al.,55 nonresonant response should not be

treated as a frequency independent amplitude. They further

discuss that even though the nonresonant response is sup-

pressed experimentally, spectral distortions can occur due

to apodization of the resonant signal. These limitations can

affect the overall fitting of the spectra and orientational

analysis. However, the apodization effects arising from non-

resonant signal suppression are consistent for relative com-

parisons between different ODT samples as carried out in

this work.

Figure 2b also presents the distribution angles obtained

for specific tilt angles at different concentration ratios. For

example, the amplitude ratio obtained from the fitted spec-

tra of a 100% ODT : 0% d37 ODT matched the 50 � and 60 �

tilt angle simulated curves with relatively the same distri-

bution angles of 38 � and 42 �, respectively. The width of the

tilt angle value is slightly broader at 60 � compared to 50 �.

A narrow distribution angle means the amplitude ratio

matched a tilt angle simulated curve and the angle of devi-

ation from that specific tilt angle is small. The values of the

distribution angles were in the range of 8 �–88 �; however,

some tilt angles, such as 20 � and 30 � especially for mono-

layers at lower concentration ratios of ODT, have two solu-

tions for the distribution angles. Another example is the

solution for the 1% ODT : 99% d37 ODT spectrum obtained

a distribution angle value of 87 � at 20 � tilt angle; this broad

distribution angle means that there is a large angle of devi-

ation from the tilt angle of 20 �.

Moreover, the S/N ratio was also determined for all the

spectra obtained in the C–H stretching region as a measure

of the sensitivity of the SFG spectrometer. Signal-to-noise

ratio increases as the concentration of the protonated

ODT molecules increases in the solution mixture used to

prepare SAMs on gold as shown in Fig. 1d. The S/N ratio

scale changes quadratically with the mole fraction of pro-

tonated molecules because the noise is small and almost

constant at different mole fractions, and the S/N ratio is

proportional to the signal intensity which is also quadrati-

cally dependent on the number of CH3 groups. To calculate

the S/N ratio, the SFG intensity of the CH3 SS vibrational

mode at �2875 cm�1 was divided by the standard deviation

(SD) of the baseline noise estimated from 3200 cm�1

to 3250 cm�1. This region was selected because there

are no vibrational resonances present and the noise is

due to the dark current (thermally generated noise of the

charge-coupled device [CCD]) and scattering of any

unwanted beams. Figure S5 shows the baseline noise

for the spectra from monolayers of ODT : d37 ODT

with different concentration ratios. Moreover, S/N ratio

was determined to be �60 for the 1% ODT : 99% d37
ODT monolayer.

Air–Liquid Interface: EA/d EA Monolayers on Water

To determine the sensitivity of the SFG system, a mono-

layer of EA and deuterated EA on water was prepared with

different concentration ratios. The SFG spectra were

acquired at SSP, PPP, and SPS polarizations for the orienta-

tion analysis and peak assignments.

Two types of deuterated EAs were selected to test the

chemical sensitivity of the instrument at the air–liquid inter-

face with changing the percent by volume between the

protonated and deuterated EAs. The first experiment

used a d3 EA with only its terminal CH3 group deuterated;

the spectra including the picture of the EA molecular struc-

tures are provided in Fig. S6.

The spectrum in the CH spectrum has contributions

from the terminal CH3 group of the protonated EA, the

CH2 groups of the EA, and the d3 EA carbon chains. To

reduce the contribution of the CH2 SS vibrational mode

from the CH2 groups of both the protonated and d3 deut-

erated EAs, a molecule (d39 EA) with no C–H groups was

also used in a similar experiment. Figure 3a shows the SSP

SFG spectra collected at both C–H and C–D regions for

the samples with different percentages between the proto-

nated EA and the d39 EA. The SSP spectrum of the EA on

water has two main peaks in the C–H stretching region

positioned at �2875 cm�1 and �2950 cm�1, which are

assigned to CH3 SS and CH3 FR,37,56–59 respectively. The

shoulder peak at 2850 cm�1 is assigned to the CH2

SS.37,58,59 Even though the methylene antisymmetric

stretches and methylene Fermi resonances were not clearly

resolved due to the broadness of the spectral features from

2880–2950 cm�1,31 we still considered these peaks in the

fitting of the spectra. In the C–D region, three peaks are

observed at �2070 cm�1, �2130 cm�1, and �2220 cm�1

and are assigned to the CD3 SS, CD3 FR, and CD3 AS,

respectively.32,60–63

Changes in Spectral Profile

In the C–H stretching region, the SSP spectrum of 100%

EA : 0% d39 EA on water has three peaks (CH2 SS, CH3 SS,

and CH3 FR positioned at �2850 cm�1 , �2875 cm�1 , and

�2940 cm�1 , respectively). The 50% EA : 50% d39 EA spec-

trum also shows the same vibrational peaks. Meanwhile, the

spectra of 16% EA : 84% d39 EA, 2% EA : 98% d39 EA, and 1%

EA : 99% d39 EA have only CH3 SS, and CH3 FR vibrational

modes and the CH2 SS peak is not evident in these spectra.

Figure 3b shows a zoomed-in spectrum for the 2% EA, 1%

EA, and 0% EA samples in the CH region for clarity. The

intensity of CH3 SS is plotted as a function of mole fraction

of the EA (Fig. S7); as expected, the plot shows the intensity

of CH3 SS increases quadratically as the mole fraction of
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the EA increases. In addition, the 2% EA : 98% d39 EA

and 1% EA : 99% d39 EA monolayers were prepared on

deuterium oxide (D2O) to obtain clear visibility of the

peaks in the C–H region with less interference from

the broad H2O vibrational band (Fig. S8). In addition to

the observed CH3 SS and CH3 FR vibrational modes

in the spectra of 2% and 1% EA on H2O, the CH3 AS at

2970 cm�1 was also evident in the spectra of the 2% and 1%

EA on D2O.

In the C–D stretching region, the SSP spectrum of the

0% EA : 100% d39 EA, in Fig. 3a, consists of three peaks at

�2070 cm�1, �2130 cm�1, and �2220 cm�1 assigned to

the CD3 SS, CD3 FR, and CD3 AS, respectively. These

three peaks are also observed in the SSP spectra of 50%

Figure 3. Sum frequency generation spectra of self-assembled monolayers of EA and d39 EA on water at the air–liquid interface taken

at the SSP polarization combination in the C–H and C–D regions, (b) SSP SFG spectra plotted only for 0%, 1%, and 2% EA in the CH

region for a clearer view, (c) molecular structures of the EA acid and d39 EA, and (d) a plot of the S/N ratio for the CH3 SS as a function

of mole fraction of EA with a quadratic fit (red line).
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EA : 50% d39 EA, 16% EA : 84% d39 EA, 2% EA : 98% d39 EA,

and 1% EA : 99% d39 EA. Moreover, in the SSP spectrum of

the 50% EA : 50% d39 EA, the C–D vibrational modes are

not well-defined as shown in the graph because the C–H

signal is relatively higher compared to the C–D signal.

Therefore, a zoomed-in spectrum available in Fig. S9 of

the Supplemental Material shows the CD3 SS, CD3 FR,

and CD3 AS vibrational modes. The spectra obtained in

both the C–H and C–D regions for the 100% EA : 0% d39
EA correspond to the well-ordered monolayer.37,38,59,64

With the 50% EA : 50% d39 EA, the presence of the CH2

SS vibrational mode is indicative of conformational disorder

of the monolayers. As explained earlier, only the CD3 vibra-

tional modes are observed in the C–D region. At 16%

EA : 84% d39 EA, the SSP spectrum obtained from the

C–H region has only two peaks that represent an ordered

monolayer. Then, at 2% EA : 98% d39 EA, the C–H peaks in

the C–H region are lower in intensity but still indicative of a

well-ordered monolayer. Lastly, the 0% EA : 100% d39 EA

SSP spectrum obtained from the C–H region shows that

there are no C–H peaks visible in the C–H region.

Orientation and Sensitivity Determination as a
Function of Surface Concentration

For the orientation analysis, the spectra obtained in the

C–H stretching region with SSP, PPP, and SPS polarizations

were fit using Eq. 1. In this paper, the amplitude and inten-

sity ratios between the SSP and SPS polarizations were

selected to estimate the tilt angle values and distribution

angles as the concentration ratios are varied. The fitted

spectra of the EA : d39 EA monolayers on water are avail-

able in the Supplemental Material (Fig. S10) and the fitting

results are provided in the Supplemental Material as Tables

S5–S10. Figures 4a and b show the simulated curves for the

determination of the tilt and distribution angles. Figures 4c

and d show plots of the tilt and distribution angles as a

function of varying concentration ratios between the EA

and d39 EA molecules.

After fitting the spectra and calculating both the ampli-

tude and intensity ratios, the 16% EA with 84% of the d39
EA on the water surface did not provide a solution to

obtain estimated values for both the tilt and distribution

Figure 4. (a) Simulated curves of the SFG intensity ratios of the CH3 SS (SSP/SPS) as a function of tilt angle of the terminal methyl

group, (b) simulated curves of the SFG amplitude ratios of the CH3 SS (SSP/SPS) as a function of the distribution angle, (c) the tilt angle

of the terminal methyl group as a function of different concentration ratios, and (d) distribution angle of the tilt angles as a function of

different concentration ratios between the EA and d39 EA molecules.
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angles of the CH3 SS vibrational mode. As mentioned ear-

lier, the ratios were obtained from the SSP and SPS polar-

ization combinations. The tilt angle values obtained are

within or less than the reported values for a terminal

CH3 group of a long chain compound.47,48,51,65–67 The tilt

angles at 1% EA : 99% d39 EA and 2% EA : 98% d39 EA have

larger error bars compared to the other concentration

ratios because of the relatively lower SFG signal compared

to the EA formed with higher surface coverage. The low

signal will, in turn, affect the reliability of the fitting, results,

and the ratios needed to estimate the tilt and distribution

angles. In Fig. 4b, the distribution angles for different con-

centration ratios were determined for 20 � and 30 � tilt

angles. For the 100% EA : 0% d39 EA as an example, the

fitting results obtained a �7 � distribution angle for a 20 �

tilt angle. The value had a relatively narrower width for the

distribution angle, which shows a smaller deviation from the

average tilt angle value as represented by the simulated

curve. The solution of the distribution angle could not be

estimated for a tilt angle of 30 � because the ratio from the

fitted data does not intersect the 30 � simulated curve.

The values plotted for the 2% EA : 98% d39 EA show rela-

tively broader distribution angles which slightly decreased

with the increasing tilt angle.

The orientation analysis at lower concentrations of pro-

tonated long chain molecules can be beneficial not only for

the subsequent formation of self-assembled monolayers but

also on any important interfacial chemical systems.

Examples include studying the conformation of peptides

in different environments.68,69

The S/N ratio was also determined for the spectra of the

EA : d39 EA obtained in the C–H stretching region (Fig. 3a)

as a measure of the sensitivity of the SFG spectroscopy at

the air–liquid interface. The S/N ratio increases with the

concentration of the protonated EA molecules in the solu-

tion mixture used to prepare the monolayer on the water

surface as shown in Fig. 3d. The S/N ratio was determined

to be �18 for 1% EA : 99% d39 EA at the air–liquid interface

using the same method applied in the ODT monolayer

system.

The ability to detect signal and perform orientation ana-

lyses at lower concentrations at both the air–solid and air–

liquid interfaces demonstrates the improved sensitivity

of the SFG spectroscopy. Well-optimized SFG photon

detection could be one possible reason for the

observed improved sensitivity and S/N ratio. The detection

side contains: (1) 1 : 1 telescopic lens system which allows

better collection of the SFG signal generated at the sample

surface; (2) custom-requested spectrograph with anti-

reflective coated gratings optimized for the SFG light; and

(3) a back-illuminated CCD that has deep depletion with

fringe suppression capabilities and a 92% quantum efficiency

when the SFG beam is collected at an IR center of

2900 cm�1. To further investigate the sensitivity of the

system, the next section considers other factors such as

power density of incident beams that can affect the SFG

intensity.

Sum Frequency Generation Intensity and
Signal-to-Noise Ratio as a Function of the
Power Density of Incident Beams

The intensity of the SFG signal depends on several experi-

mental factors such as the experimental geometry of the

setup, the angles of the incident beams, incident beam

powers, and the detection system. We focus on the

dependency of the SFG intensity on the incident beam

power. First, we determined the energy density of the

795 nm beam at the sample stage. Figure S11 in the

Supplemental Material shows the beam spots captured

using the beam profiling camera with the Gaussian fitted

curves along the major and minor axes of the beam

spots. Two different 795 nm beam focusing lens positions

were used for the analysis at the air–solid and air–liquid

interfaces. Both beam spots had an elliptical shape, because

of their non-normal incidence. The diameters of the major

axes, minor axes, the effective diameters, and the area of

the beam spots are provided in Table S11 containing four

different values for the diameter obtained from the four

various beam width definitions. After the systematic evalu-

ation of the beam spot size, the power densities of both

beam spots were calculated. Observation of the SFG signal

with acceptable S/N ratio at low surface concentrations

could be a result of the higher incident 795 nm power dens-

ity. To evaluate this concept further, the SFG spectra of

both the 100% ODT : 0% d37ODT and 100% EA : 0% d EA

were collected at different incident beam power densities.

The visible beam power density was varied by adjusting the

set of attenuating optics. To avoid localized surface heating

and evaporation of the liquid at the interface, a slightly

defocused visible beam was used for the 100% EA : 0% d

EA system. Figure 5a shows the PPP polarized fitted SFG

spectra of the 100% ODT : 0% d37ODT at different 795 nm

incident power densities. As expected, the intensity of the

signal reduces with the power of the 795 nm beam. The

fitted SFG intensity of the CH3 SS increases quadratically as

the power density of the incident visible beam increases. In

addition, the calculated S/N ratio values for the CH3 SS

vibrational mode were found to show quadratic depend-

ence to the changes incurred by the power density of the

visible beam at the sample surface (Fig. 5c). This statement

becomes more feasible with small or almost negligible

changes in the noise as a function of power density that

can affect the S/N ratio calculations. More importantly, even

at a low power density, good S/N ratio value was obtained

from the SFG spectrum.

For the 100% EA : 0% d EA system, the fitted intensity

and the calculated S/N ratio for the CH3 SS increase with

the power density of the incident visible beam as shown

in Fig. 5b and d. It is important to note here that at the
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air–liquid interface, since the incident visible beam spot size

was adjusted and larger, a higher power (higher power

density) was applied to the sample surface to obtain a com-

parable S/N ratio to that of the air–solid interface. As

noted, the increase in the signal strength associated with

the power density resulted in a quadratic increase in the

S/N ratio with the value at the lowest power density being

an outlier. Again, the fitted SFG intensity of the CH3 SS

increases as the power density of the incident visible

beam increases.

Conclusion

The orientation of the methyl group of the self-assembled

monolayers of ODT on gold and EA on water was deter-

mined as a function of the surface concentration under

ambient conditions. The orientational analysis of the CH3

SS from the terminal CH3 group for the monolayers of the

concentration ratios as low as 1% protonated molecules in

the presence of 99% deuterated molecules shows that the

tilt angles obtained are reliable and close to the previously

reported values of well-ordered monolayers. The ability to

determine the orientation at low surface concentrations

highlighted the improved sensitivity of the SFG spectros-

copy. A S/N ratio of �60 was achieved for 1% ODT : 99%

d39 ODT. Moreover, at the air–liquid interface, a S/N ratio

of �18 was achieved at the 1% EA : 99% d39 EA (0.15 mol-

ecules/nm2). Considering the quadratic dependence of S/N

ratio on surface concentration, an acceptable S/N ratio

value of 3 can be achieved when the ODT and EA concen-

trations are 0.2% and 0.9%, respectively. Even though the

ODT monolayers on the gold yields a better S/N ratio

compared to that of the EA monolayers on water, the

large error bars were obtained in the ODT tilt angle cal-

culations. When compared to EA, more acceptable error

bars were acquired for each concentration and could be a

result of: (1) using one versus two polarization methods for

tilt angle calculations at different interfaces; and (2) due to

the interference effects of nonresonant response in ODT

on the gold system. Another probable cause of deviation

Figure 5. The SFG spectra as a function of the power density of the incident visible beam. (a) The PPP spectra with the corresponding

fit (red lines) of the 100% ODT : 0% d39ODT monolayer on gold. (b) SSP spectra of the 100% EA : 0% d EA monolayer on water. The

intensity of the CH3 SS (red dots), S/N ratio (blue squares), and baseline noise (open squares) as a function of the power density of the

visible beam of (c) 100% ODT : 0% d39ODT monolayer on gold and (d) and 100% EA : 0% d EA monolayer on water. The SFG intensity is

plotted with a quadratic fit (red line) and S/N ratio with a quadratic fit (blue line).
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could be a result of fitting and calculation of uncertainties

with a 95% confidence level. Overall, the orientational ana-

lysis of CH3 SS vibrational mode was performed at low

concentrations of protonated molecules due to increased

S/N ratio. In support, the increased S/N ratio on varying

incident power density of the visible beam was also experi-

mentally demonstrated. Finally, the advantage of having the

ability to determine the orientation of interfacial molecules

at low concentrations with improved sensitivity in the SFG

spectroscopic system will allow, for example, detecting and

understanding the effects of smaller concentrations of

amino acids on a lipid monolayer or interactions of peptides

in a different chemical environment.
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